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Abstract
We demonstrate the optomechanical cooling of a tapered optical nanofiber by coupling the
polarization of light to the mechanical angular momentum of the system. The coupling is enabled
by birefringence in the fiber and does not make use of an optical resonator. We find evidence for
cooling in the distribution of thermally driven amplitude fluctuations and the noise spectrum of the
torsional modes. Our proof-of-principle demonstration shows cavity-less cooling of the torsional
degree of freedom of a macroscopically extended nanofiber.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Optomechanical cooling is the reduction of thermally induced noise in the displacement of
a mechanical object by its controlled interaction with light. So far, experimental realizations
of it rely on the transfer of linear momentum between light and the object [1–3]. However,
the transfer of angular momentum, by means of the light orbital angular momentum [4–
6] or polarization [7–16], has never been used to reduce the mechanical fluctuations of a
torsional oscillator. Here we demonstrate in a proof-of-principle experiment the reduction
of such mechanical fluctuations by transferring angular momentum between the light and
the object.
Linearly polarized light can exert a torque on a birefringent object when passing through
it [17]. This phenomenon was revealed by Poynting [18] and beautifully demonstrated in
the pioneer experiments of Beth [19, 20] and Holbourn [21]. A next milestone for controlling movable massive objects by angular momentum exchange with light is cooling.
Recent experiments have observed light polarization optomechanical coupling to this end
with levitated nanodumbbells [22]. To enable significant optomechanical effects one benefits
from lightweight objects and large optical intensities, two properties present in small optical waveguides which highly confine the spatial modes of propagating light. In particular,
torsional optomechanical coupling has already been observed using the torsional modes of
optical nanofiber (ONF) waveguides [23].
An ONF waveguide is a macroscopic object along one direction and nanometric in the
transverse dimensions, confining the propagating light to extremely large intensities [24]
and enhancing optomechanical effects. The nanofiber resides in a vacuum chamber fixed
at two points in the unmodified region of the optical fiber. It generally has vibrational,
compressional, and torsional modes [25, 26]. Here we focus on the torsional ones, with
angular momentum pointing along the nanofiber. The thermally induced internal molecular
vibrations of the ONF set the torsional modes in motion [27]. The first torsional mode has
nodes at each end before the tapered region, and an antinode at the center of the ONF (see
Ref. [25] for more information on the shape of the modes). Such mechanical motion lies
between macroscopic and microscopic scales, since the torsional mode is present along the
entire nanofiber which has an aspect ratio of 106 between its transverse and longitudinal
dimensions.
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The optically induced forces change the effective torsional spring constant and, more
importantly, the torsional damping, allowing for cooling. The changes in the rotational
amplitude fluctuations and the width of its noise spectrum indicate a temperature reduction.
The method does not rely on an optical resonance, but only on the intensity and polarization
of the propagating light.

II.

THEORETICAL MODEL

We model the effects of light polarization by considering a section of the nanofiber as a
birefringent disk. Its tensor susceptibility allows light to induce a macroscopic polarization
with a component perpendicular to the incident electric field. The light and medium polarizations are parallel to each other only for two particular axes, and we call the one with
smaller index of refraction the optical axis of the disk. The torque applied by the electric
R
~ where P~ is the polarization
field of the light to a polarizable medium is ~τ = dA(P~ × E),
~ is the electric field in the medium and the integral extends over the interof the medium, E
action area. Such torque is a function of the angle between the electric field and the optical
axis ∆θ as [7, 20]:
τ = τ0 sin (2∆θ) ,

(1)

with
τ0 =

c
|E|2 πr02 sin η,
2ωL

(2)

where  is the electric permitivity related to the effective index of refraction of the ONF, c
is the speed of light, ωL is the laser frequency, E is the amplitude of the electric field of the
drive, r0 is the ONF radius, and η = kd(nk − n⊥ ) with k the wavenumber, d the dielectric
thickness, and nk and n⊥ the indices of refraction parallel and orthogonal to the optical axis
respectively. ∆θ = θF − θL , where θL is the polarization angle of the driving laser and θF is
the optical axis of the disk, which we use to characterize the nanofiber rotation. We assume
a homogeneous light intensity distribution across the ONF cross-section.
Considering the origin of the angular coordinate at the equilibrium point of the nanofiber
rotation angle θF , we can expand to first order sin(2∆θ(t)) ≈ 2θF (t) cos(2θL (t))−sin(2θL (t)).
The laser angle θL (t) is arbitrary and determines the sign of the torque applied to the ONF.
The total torque can be then decomposed into two contributions: a spring force (proportional
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to the ONF angle) and an offset force, as
τext (t) = τo (t) + θF (t)κL (t),

(3)

where τo (t) = −τ0 sin(2θL (t)) and κL (t) = 2τ0 cos(2θL (t)). In optimum cool/heating conditions 2θL = nπ, and the laser angle will only perturbatively change due to the ONF
back-action, allowing to approximate τo (t) = −2τ0 θL (t) and κL = 2τ0 .
A rotational harmonic oscillator describes the torsional motion of the disk (θF  1) with
a driving force of the form of Eq. (3). The equation of motion, in the Langevin form, for the
generalized coordinate (angle) of a rotating disk with the torque along the light propagation
axis is:
I θ̈F + γ θ̇F + κθF = τth + τext ,

(4)

where I is the moment of inertia, γ is the damping coefficient, τth is the thermally induced
torque, and τext is the torque induced by the driving light. The thermally induced torque
τth has a white power spectral density:
Sτth = 4kB T γ,

(5)

where T is the temperature of the system and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Modeling the ONF as a simple birefringent disk does not consider the mechanical effects
along its entire length. For an extended mechanical system the optically induced torque,
from Eq. (3), generally includes two effects: an instantaneous response of the system to light,
which modifies the torsional constant κ; and a delayed response, due to local mechanical
perturbations propagating through the extended system, which modifies the damping coefficient γ [28]. When torque is applied at a given position, sound waves propagate along the
nanofiber affecting its torsional modes, leading to a delayed response to local perturbations.
We model this behaviour with an arbitrary response function h(t) of the system, rewriting
the equation of motion Eq. (4) for the rotation angle of a cross-section of the ONF as
I θ¨F (t) + γ θ˙F (t) + κθF (t) = τth (t) +

Z t
0

τ̇ext (t)h(t − t0 )dt0 .

(6)

We can solve the differential equation by taking its Fourier transform, since we are
interested in the long term response of the system, meaning t  1, approximating the
time integral to a convolution. The Fourier transform of the response function will genIm
erally have a real and imaginary part, namely hω = hRe
ω + ihω , which will be related to
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energy dissipation and dispersion respectively. Because the external force is an oscillatory function, the Fourier transform of the time derivative of Eq. (3) can be written as
F {τ̇ext (t)} = iωτext,ω = iω(τo,ω + κL θF,ω ). Collecting the terms for the equation of motion
Eq. (6) in the Fourier space we can find the amplitude of the rotation angle of a given
cross-section of the ONF as

θF,ω =

τth,ω + iωhω τo,ω
κ

!

!

ω02
,
2
ωeff
− ω 2 + iωΓeff

(7)

where we define the bare resonance frequency ω02 = κ/I, the damping rate Γ = γ/I, and
where the resonance frequency and damping have been both modified by the external torque
and the response function of the system as
h

2
ωeff
= ω02 1 +

h

κL
ω hIm
κ 0 ω

i

(8)

,

i

Γeff =Γ 1 − Q κκL ω0 hRe
ω ,

(9)

with Q the quality factor of the torsional mode and κL the light-induced effective spring
constant from Eq. (3). The effective damping constant can be written as the sum of the
bare damping and a damping coming from the external drive, Γeff = Γ + ΓL . Eq. (7) shows
that the amplitude of the rotation is set by the thermally induced torque plus some constant
offset force from the light. Such offset force approaches zero for optimal cooling conditions
(θL (t) = 0).
The thermal torsional power in a frequency window δf = δω/2π is |τth,ω |2 = 4kB T γδf
[29]. This allows to obtain an expression for the power spectral density (PSD) of the thermal fluctuations of the mode around the steady state of Eq. (6). The PSD for a small
perturbation of the rotation angle θF , around a fixed stable value, in the vicinity of one of
its torsional resonances, is
2

|θF,ω | = SθF (ω)δω/2π =

4kB T
κ

!

!

ω02 Γ
δω/2π.
2
2
(ωeff
− ω 2 ) + ω 2 Γ2eff

(10)

The noise in Eq. (10) can increase or decrease depending on the polarization angle of a
guided field with respect to the optical axis of the ONF waveguide. Such optomechanical
effect is encoded in the amplitude and sign of ωeff , κL and Γeff . When light adds optical
damping ΓL , without simultaneously adding a Langevin force, it reduces the roto-mechanical
fluctuations, meaning cooling. Upon integration of the PSD in Eq. (10) over frequency we
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get
1
1
κh|θF |2 i = kB T
2
2

!

ω02 Γ
.
2
ωeff
Γeff

(11)

This expression relates the torsional potential energy to the thermal energy, and it is consistent with the equipartition theorem if we define the effective temperature
!

Teff = T

Γ
,
Γeff

(12)

where we assumed ω0 ≈ ωeff . The effective temperature of the torsional mode is then
the ratio of the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the spectral density with drive,
Γeff = Γ + ΓL , and without drive, Γ.
Increasing damping could, in principle, come from dissipation induced by extra Langevin
forces, so a spectral broadening is not an unequivocal signal of cooling. In order to demonstrate cooling, the overall integrated PSD should decrease. An equivalent unequivocal proof
of cooling comes from the narrowing of the distribution of amplitude fluctuations, which
in thermal equilibrium follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution. Given Eq. (3),
the potential energy U (θF ) = 12 κθF2 allows to obtain the probability of finding the system
with energy between U and U + dU as p(U )dU ∝ e−U/kB T dU . Then, the probability p(θF )
of finding the system between the rotation angles θF and θF + dθF is related to p(U ) as
p(U )dU = p(θF )dθF , leading to the ONF angle probability distribution
p(θF )dθF =

κθF −κθ2 /2kB Teff
e F
dθF .
kB Teff

(13)

One can first make a test that the MB distribution is appropriate by calculating the ratio
of hθF2 i/hθF i2 and find numbers consistent with the expected result of 4/π. We measure the
a voltage output V proportional to the polarization rotation and assume that is linearly
proportional to fiber angle such that θF = ξV . We use the changes in the MB distribution
and the PSD extracted from V to characterize our results.
We see from Eqs. (9) and (12) that there will be optomechanical cooling when the Fourier
transform of the response function, F {h(t)Θ(t)}, has a non-zero real component, hRe
ω . In
general, the response function of the system is difficult to determine. The simplest function
that represent a delayed response of the system is an exponential delay. We will consider this
h(t) = 1 − e−t/T , where T is a characteristic time response. The time scale for the delayed
response will be set by the speed of sound propagating along the nanofiber, typically of the
6

order of T ∼ 1/ω0 . Then, near the resonance frequency we get
h

2
ωeff
∼ω02 1 −

h

κL
2κ

i

,

(14)

i

(15)

Γeff ∼Γ 1 + Q κ2κL .

With this approximations Eqs. (12) and (15) predict a linear dependence of the spectral
width and the effective temperature with the drive power, since κL ≈ 2τ0 ∝ |E|2 .
Optomechanical cooling mechanisms rely on feedback, either active, passive or a combination of both, as it is often the case in cavity assisted cooling. In our case, the feedback
is passive, and it comes from the delayed mechanical response of the ONF do to the finite
speed at which mechanical waves propagate through it. Our simplified model describes a
waveplate-like cylindrical section within the ONF, but a description of the full nanofiber
dynamics is more complicated. Moreover, the ONF optical axis θF is unknown a priori and
can come from a combination of three different sources of birefringence, as Eq.(2) has to
be different from zero: (i) Torsional stress-induced birefringence. Given the reflection symmetry of the torsional modes relative to a cross-sectional plane at the center of the ONF,
there should not be a net light polarization rotation due to the stress-induced by the torsional modes [25]. However, slight asymmetries sometimes seen in the tapered regions of
the ONF can lead to net birefringence. (ii) Intrinsic birefringence. Stress or imperfections
unintendedly produced during the fabrication can lead to a permanent birefringence. (iii)
Light-induced through a Kerr effect. The light used in our detection scheme might also be
a source of birefringence.
A more detailed description of the optomechanical effect of the light polarization on the
torsional modes of an extended mechanical system goes beyond the scope of this paper.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our apparatus, schematically drawn in Fig. 1, operates at room temperature. The fiber
is produced with the heat and pull method [30], using a stripped down commercial optical
fiber Fibercore SM1500 with no specified birefringence. The 780 nm diameter, 5 mm waist
length, and 1 mrad taper of the nanofiber allows the propagation of the fundamental HE11
mode and some higher order modes [31] at the experimental wavelengths. The nanofiber
resides in a vacuum chamber. Since ONFs do not preserve the polarization of propagating
7
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the ONF with two effective polarization axis associated with an ordinary
and an extraordinary indices of refraction, aligned with the optical axis, but at an angle ∆θ with
the input light polarization. The fiber is clamped (not shown) in the unmodified section. (b)
Calculated relative amplitude of the first torsional mode. The red dashed lines indicate where
the waist ends and the torsion extends into the tapered region. (c) Schematic of the apparatus.
Probe and drive laser beams of 852 nm and 780 nm wavelength respectively counter-propagate with
independent polarization control by motorized half-waveplates. The signal output goes to a halfwaveplate to set the detection basis and then to a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) that separates
the light into two polarizations components, falling into a balanced photodiode pair.

light, we analyze the Rayleigh scattering polarization from a side window. We tune the
input polarization to guarantee mostly linearly polarized light at the nanofiber waist [32],
which maximizes the optically-induced torque in all experimental configurations. The probe
and drive lasers are Toptica DLS pro. The transmission of the ONF at the drive and probe
wavelengths (780 nm and 852 nm) is better than 84% including the coupling efficiency into
and out of the ONF.
The ONF has its first torsional mode resonance νT 1 at about 190 kHz with a full width
at half maxima (FWHM) of 3 Hz, corresponding to a Q ∼ 0.6 × 105 . Other nanofibers
fabricated with the same specification show a similar Q and resonant frequencies differing
8

by less than 400 Hz. The estimated waist effective length is 9.9 mm, given the gradual
exponential taper of the ONF. This corresponds to frequencies for the first compressional
and flexural modes of around 290 kHz and 18 Hz respectively [26]. Since they are away from
the frequency of the first torsional mode and have negligible coupling to light polarization,
we can be sure of just manipulating the torsional motion. The calculated relative amplitude
of the first torsional mode is shown in Fig. 1(b).
We use a linearly polarized weak probe at 852 nm (≈ 50 µW), propagating through the
ONF as a proxy to measure the nanofiber rotation. We monitor both linear components of
its polarization with a Balanced Photo Diode (BPD), Thorlabs PDB450A, to filter common
noise (see Fig. 1(c)) and obtain a voltage proporional to the polarization rotation. We send
the BPD main output to a Rohde & Schwarz FSVA13 spectrum analyzer, that can work as a
narrow-band filter for a time series measurement or directly produce the amplitude spectrum.
We continuously monitor the BPD independent outputs to ensure balanced operation.
The photocurrent is linearly proportional to the ONF rotation angle. We record the
thermal noise of the rotation angle around the resonances in order to study its thermal excitation, either as a function of time or as a spectral density. Note that given the experimental
configuration we measure the noise of the field probe polarization angle perpendicular to
the analyzed component.
When the linearly polarized drive (θL ) is kept on at a non-zero polarization angle relative
to the ONF optical axis (θF ), it can exert a torque on the nanofiber, which is proportional
to the drive intensity, as Eqs. (1) and (4) show. Depending on the relative angle ∆θ, the
drive can increase or decrease the effective stiffness (κ − κL (∆θ)) and damping (Γ + ΓL (∆θ))
of the rotational oscillator, leading to heating or cooling.
The driving process is not quite independent from the probing one. Even when the
probe power is a hundred times smaller than the drive, we can see its effects. We notice
that the cooling or heating conditions depend on the relative angle between the probe
and the drive, suggesting that even small probe power can alter the birefringence of the
ONF, being a key factor to determine the optical axis θF . This idea is strengthened by a
slight dependence of the cooling performance relative to the probe power, suggesting that
light-induced birefringence might be used for better engineering and control of the spinoptomechanical coupling in the future.
9

IV.

RESULTS

Characterization of the thermal torsional noise

We use two different methods to characterize the thermal noise of the system: the MB
distribution of the rotational amplitude fluctuations in time and the resonance characteristics
of the noise spectrum in frequency. Both approaches agree in the temperature changes within
the experimental uncertainties.
The fluctuations of the angle θF are transferred to the fluctuations of the probe light
polarization angle, which we record as a voltage V . We measure the time series of the
amplitude fluctuations of the noise around the mode resonance using the spectrum analyser.
We keep the scan rate at zero, but widen the resolution bandwidth (RBW) (≈50 Hz) to
overlap the resonance whose FWHM is ≈3 Hz. We do not limit the video bandwidth in any
way so it is larger than the resonance frequency (≈190 kHz). The time series is usually 10
s with sampling at least every 5 × 10−4 s.
We fit a MB distribution, Eq. (13), to a histogram of the voltage (V ) of the time series.
(The conversion between the angle and the voltage is θF = ξV ). The convergence of the
fits to this particular nonlinear equation is complicated, but a change of variables that takes
θF2 = Θ followed by natural logarithm converts Eq. (13) into a straight line which is more
robust to fit. The resulting slope carries the effective temperature information (slope =
−κ/2kB Teff ξ 2 ). We show later the value of ξ for our system based on the thermomechanical
calibration of the ONF thermal fluctuations. With such change of variable we have two
parameters to fit the slope and the intercept. The reduced χ2 using the linear function to
fit varies between 2 and 7. In order to bring those numbers to unity it is necessary to boost
the statistical uncertainties by factors of about 2 in all cases. We check consistency of the
results comparing the parameters to the average of the amplitudes squared Eq. (11), the
results are all consistent (see Refs. [33, 34] for this analysis). When data for the spectrum is
available under the same experimental conditions, the integral of the PSD in Eq. (10) gives
consistent numbers with those extracted by the time series analysis.
Figure 2 shows the thermal distribution on the instantaneous oscillation amplitude of the
voltage that comes from the polarization (proportional to θF through ξ) sampled every 0.5
ms, under four different conditions. The measurements of the thermal torsional noise at
10
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FIG. 2. (a) Time series of the amplitude fluctuations of the undriven first torsional mode. The plot
shows 1 point every 20 from the 20,000 samples. The spectrum analyzer is fixed at the resonance
frequency with RBW 50 Hz, and unlimited VBW. (b) Histogram of the data in (a) with 50 bins,
showing a MB distribution. (c) MB distribution of the amplitude fluctuations of the first torsional
mode for three different drive angles ∆θ. The continuous lines are fits to the MB distribution. The
black line is the fit to the data from (a) with no drive agrees with the green data at the appropriate
angle ∆θ. The inset shows the ratio of the noise amplitudes between the driven and undriven
cases for the first torsional mode as a function of the drive angle ∆θ under different experimental
parameters. The solid gray line is the expected sinusoidal behaviour. The dashed black lines bind
the thermal noise level. The color arrows in the inset indicate the ∆θ for the data in the main
figure. See Table I for the extracted temperature changes.

the mechanical resonance as a function of the drive polarization angle for the first torsional
mode (νT 1 =190.260 kHz) are done with a probe of 50 µW and a drive of 1 mW, under the
digitazing conditions stated above.
Figure 2(a) is a sample (one in every twenty points) of the amplitude fluctuations time
series of the first torsional mode of the nanofiber with no drive. Fig. 2(b) shows the histogram
of the 20,000 points of the time series separated in 50 bins. Fig. 2(c) shows MB distribution
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∆θ, color

—, black

15◦ , red

37.5◦ , green

60◦ , blue

Drive power [mW]

0

1

1

1

1/Slope [10−10 V2 ] 4.14 ± 0.06 10.02 ± 0.13 4.000 ± 0.005 0.746 ± 0.005
T∆θ /T37.5◦

1.04 ± 0.02 2.56 ± 0.03

1 ± 0.002

0.187 ± 0.001

hV 2 i/hV i2

1.30 ± 0.1 1.29 ± 0.01

1.26 ± 0.01

1.26 ± 0.01

TABLE I. Parameters extracted from the fits to MB distributions for the plots in Fig. 2.

for three different time series taken with 1 mW drive, 50 µW probe and different drive angle
∆θ, (blue, green, and red traces on the data). We fit Eq. (13) and its linear version to the
data [33] extracting the slope whose inverse is proportional to Teff . Table I has the extracted
numbers from the fits and their errors. The temperature from the no drive and the drive
at 37.5◦ are consistent showing the importance of ∆θ in Eq. (1). The relative temperature
decreases by a factor of 5.3 while the ratio of the average of the square to the square of the
average remains around 4/π characteristic of the MB distribution.
The sign of the optomechanical coupling has a period of 180◦ with respect to the polarization angle of the drive (see Eq. (1)), twice ∆θ which corresponds to the half-waveplate
angle of the experimental setup in the inset of Fig. 2. We observe such periodic modulation
of the noise amplitude as a function of the drive polarization angle (see inset in Fig. 2). The
black trace is the fit to no drive case from Fig. 2(b). Its MB distribution agrees with the fit
of the 37.5◦ case when the angle of the drive should cause no temperature change.

The second method we use to characterize cooling is from the PSD that we get from
the amplitude spectral density with a spectrum analyzer, as shown in Fig. 3. We scan 250
Hz around the resonance with RBW 1 Hz and VBW 1 Hz. The expected functional form
is Eq. (10). We fit the data to that function using as parameters the amplitude, HWHM
(Γeff ), and center frequency (ωeff ). We do not have a statistical uncertainty for the data,
but use a fixed percentage (between 2 an 5%) to obtain reduced χ2 ≈ 1. The no drive (red
data points) fit with the continuous black line is an example of such a fit. The integral
of the power spectral density gives us a characterization of the temperature in Eq. (11)
and the number is consistent with those obtained with the time series method. Fig. 3 (a)
shows measurements of the power spectral density for different drive power. As the optical
12
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FIG. 3. Power Spectral Density study as a function of drive power of the first torsional mode. (a)
Evolution of the PSD as the drive power increases, with probe 50 µW. The spectra are plotted with
their center frequency aligned for ease of presentation. The no drive resonance is at 189,664 Hz.
The color code typifies the relative cooling with respect to no drive T0 . The continuous black line
on the 0 drive (red) spectrum is a fit to the PSD from Eq. (10). (b) Change in the PSD HWHM
(Γeff ) as a function of the drive power for the amplitude spectra shown on part (a) with a linear
trend as a continuous green line.

power increases, and the cooling improves, the PSD reduces its amplitude while broadening,
The relative scale of the temperatures (based on the integral under the curve) for different
drive power is color-coded as function of the no drive temperature T0 . Fig. 3 (b) shows
how the PSD HWHM follows a linear trend, which agrees with Eq. (15). We found that at
higher powers (>10 mW) the mechanical stability of the ONF appears compromised. We
observe large fluctuations on the Rayleigh light scattered out of the nanofiber, suggesting
that vibrational (non-torsional) modes are excited.
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FIG. 4. Frequency shift of the resonance of the first torsional mode as a function of the drive power
(RBW 1 Hz, VBW 1 Hz). The green solid line is a fit to an offset, a linear term and cubic root
starting at the 0.5 mW point. The green dashed lines is the extrapolations from the fit. The inset
shows the frequency shift of the resonance as a function of drive polarization angle for a fixed drive
power of 10 mW. The red dashed line is a fit to a sinusoidal function.
Frequency Shift of the Resonance

Optomechanical cooling implies changes in the linewidth and a frequency shift of the mechanical resonance, as Eq. (10) shows. The measurements of the optomechanicaly-induced
frequency shifts is complicated by the fact that at some optical power the ONF starts to radiate thermal energy. Its thermal equilibrium approximately follows a T 3 dependence, since
the radiation from a thin object differs from a 3-dimensional blackbody [35]. The reached
equilibrium temperature modifies the ONF mechanical properties and its resonant frequency.
Our measurements at higher drive powers show qualitative agreement with such process [36],
but the effects are not decoupled enough to extract the appropriate optomechanicaly-induced
frequency shifts. Nonetheless, we see changes of ∼10 Hz of the resonant frequency at constant
lasers power by rotating the drive polarization angle through heating and cooling conditions,
allowing us to estimate the magnitude of the optomechanically-induced frequency shift.
Figure 4 shows the shift of the mechanical resonance as a function of laser power. The
error bars come from the dispersion of six independent sets of measurements that have been
averaged (some of them from the conditions of Fig. 2), with a center frequency error of
approximately 1Hz each. The no drive point is quite stable. The green continuous line is
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a fit to the points to y = ax1/3 + b, with y the center frequency and x the power in mW,
between 0.5 mW and 4.0 mW. The cubic root dependence, already pointed in the work of
Fenton et al. [36] is visible, but if we look for linear dependence, add a term cx on the green
fit, the slope c is consistent with zero with an error of ±40 Hz/mW. The error is larger than
the shifts we observe at a fixed drive by changing the angle between the probe and the drive
polarizations, which are of the order of 10 Hz.
The inset in Fig. 4 shows the frequency shift (amplitude about 40 Hz) with 10 mW drive
as a function of the angle of the drive similar to the noise amplitude change (see inset in
Fig. 2). The result is the average of the oscillations around the mean of three consecutive
measurements, the errors are the standard deviation of the mean. The red line dashed follows
the expected sinusoidal behavior. The measurement is sensitive to the small power changes
as a function of the drive angle, which thermally induce changes of the resonant frequency,
preventing us from quantitative assessment of the exact shifts. However, we do observe how
they increase when the optomechanical drive polarization angles is at the heating position,
and decrease when it is at the cooling position.
The ratio between the optically induced and bare torsional spring constant is related to
the frequency shift as δ = 1 − (ωeff /ω0 )2 = κL /2κ. Then, from Eqs. (12) and (15) we can
estimate an effective temperature in a different way
Teff ∼ T

1
,
1 + δQ

(16)

where we explicitly see that the optomechanical cooling depends on the quality factor of the
mechanical resonator and the light-induced frequency shift. For our particular experiment,
we report a Q = 6 × 104 and we observe a frequency shift of about 10 Hz for 2 mW drive
that corresponds to δ ≈ 10−4 . Then, we estimate a temperature reduction of Teff ∼ T /7,
which agrees with the magnitude of the observed cooling (see Table I).

Rotation Amplitude Estimate

There are two distinct types of rotations that take place in our system: The mechanical
rotations of the ONF and the polarization rotations of the probe light, used to measure
the mechanical ones. The polarization rotation is a proxy for the mechanical rotations and,
although they are linearly proportional to each other, they are generally not of the same
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amplitude. Here we estimate the rotation amplitude of both the mechanical rotation and
the light polarization.
One can thermomechanicaly calibrate the system and estimate the ONF torsional angle
from its mechanical and thermal properties at room temperature (T = 300K). Eq. (11)
states that in the absence of an external drive h|θF |2 i = kB T /κ. The torsional spring constant
can be determined from κ = ω02 I, where the moment of inertia (simplifying to a rod with no
tapers) is I = πρlr4 /2. The moment of inertia is typically three to five orders of magnitude
larger than in nanorod experiments (see Ref. [13]), given the macroscopic length of the ONF.
Considering that the density of fused silica is ρ = 2.2 × 103 kg/m3 , the radius and length of
the nanofiber waist are r = 390 × 10−9 m and l = 5 × 10−3 m, and the rotational angular
frequency is ω0 = 2π×1.9×105 rad/s, we get that kB T /κ = 7.3×10−9 . Compared to the area
of the measured power noise spectrum, consistent with the values extracted from the time
series fits, with no drive of the fundamental mode (see Fig. 2b) of ≈ 5 × 10−10 V2 , we obtain
a voltage-to-angle conversion factor of ≈ ξ = 3.8 rad/V. We can then estimate an order of
magnitude of the ONF torsional angle from the typical 5 µV signal of h|θF |i ∼ 20 µrad.
The optical power oscillating at the frequency of the first torsional mode is the result of
the beat between the probe field E0 and the orthogonal component of the electric field δEy .
Assuming the polarization rotation angle φ to be small enough, then δEy = φE0 . When
measuring the thermally excited torsional modes with a laser probe power of 50 µW, the
voltage amplitude at the output of the Balance Photo Diode is typically VAC ≈ 5 µV. Given
the gain of the RF output of 104 V/A and a responsivity of 0.5 A/W this corresponds to
a fluctuating optical power of P− ≈ 25 pW, while the optical power on each detector is
P(H,V ) = 25µW. This gives a rotation angle estimate of φ = E0 δEy /|E0 |2 = i− /4i(H,V ) =
P− /4P(H,V ) = 0.25 × 10−6 rad. The voltage-to-angle conversion factor is then the ratio of
this rotation angle to the original voltage VAC , giving a signal of polarization rotation of ≈
0.05 rad/V which is smaller than the mechanical estimate.
Due to the reflection symmetry of the torsional modes relative to a cross-sectional plane at
the center of the ONF, most of the light polarization rotation experienced by the probe up to
the middle of the nanofiber becomes undone during the other half of the propagation. Only
asymmetries in the system allow to observe a net polarization rotation. So a polarization
rotation of φ ∼ 1µrad is a lower bound to the actual mechanical rotation of the ONF and
is consistent with the estimate above.
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FIG. 5. (a) Feedback schematic. (b) Power HWHM of the PSD as a function of drive angle, the fit
errors are smaller than the circles. The RBW and VBW for the measurements of the spectra are
1 Hz with drive at 1 mW and probe at 60 µW. The dashed line corresponds to the case without
drive and sets the reference for an effective room temperature.

Feedback observations

Active feedback can dramatically improve the performance of optomechanical cooling.
A proof-of-principle test demonstrates that such strategies are realizable in the presented
platform. Figure 5(a) shows the schematic of the feedback setup. The nanofiber in the tests
has low intrinsic birefringence (characterized by η in Eq. (2)) and the ONF does not show
any measurable optomechanical cooling under normal circumstances. This is compounded
with the degradation of its mechanical quality, manifested by a larger HWHM of about 7 Hz
and a decreased Q. However, when the active feedback is on, the spectral width increases
(decreases) and by measuring the areas of the PSD around resonance we infer a reduction
(increment) of the temperature of almost a factor of four (see Fig. 5(b)). A simple feedback,
of just modulating the amplitude of the drive at the resonance frequencies and fixing the
drive polarization angle, allows a significant optomechanical effect. This opens the avenue
to further investigations.
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DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

We observe that all higher order torsional modes decrease their amplitudes when the
fundamental mode decreases. This demonstrates that the optomechanical coupling is broadband, affecting all mechanical modes simultaneously [33]. Moreover, the scheme does not
need an optical cavity. This characteristic is quite different from typical optomechanical
cooling that relies on an optical cavity with a narrow bandwidth driven near optical resonance [37].
The PSD around the resonant frequency of a torsional mode can increase with external
mechanical vibrations of much lower frequencies. This may be due to the mechanical coupling between the torsional and string modes of the ONF. Future studies could benefit from
measuring and characterizing the string modes to further understand the effects of such
mechanical cross-coupling under optomechanical cooling of the torsional modes.
Looking back at Eqs. (1,2) there is a second sine function associated with the difference
of the two indices of refraction. If the probe affects those indices through a Kerr effect, then
a second modulation appears in the torque creating a richer phase space to explore. We
have mapped the dependence of the heating and cooling as a function of the two angles,
the one for the probe and the one for the drive. The dependence of the optomechanical
coupling on the probe laser power and polarization angle indicates an optical non-linearity
and a possible cross-coupling between distinct optical beams. The optomechanical platform
we present might have a rich range of phenomenon to explore, and broad possibilities for
feedback cooling. On the other hand, torsional modes can be selectively driven by a periodic
modulation of the drive power [23]. We observe hysteresis in the amplitude of the oscillation when sweeping the modulation frequency of the drive, heralding many more studies of
torsional optomechanical coupling with non-linear dynamics that may include bistability.
Atomic optical dipole traps in nanofibers can benefit from the shown mechanisms to quiet
torsional modes, specially when the mechanical frequencies are comparable to the trapping
frequencies [38]. One can also envision the engineering of suspended optical waveguides with
transverse long arms to create torsional pendula [39].
In order to observe quantum effects [40], the mechanical system has to be at a temperature
T < (f × Q)h/kB [41]. Although in our case this corresponds to T < 0.3 K, it should be
possible to design and fabricate suspended optical waveguides for this purpose. Aiming for
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higher-frequency torsional modes and higher Q-factor might help reaching the quantum limit
at experimentally achievable temperatures. Lower temperatures can be achieved provided a
larger optomechanical coupling. To increase the optomechanical coupling one could fabricate
waveguides with a transverse asymmetry or high birefringence.
Our results show cooling of the torsional mode of a macroscopically extended object
via angular momentum exchange. The measured temperature reduction is far from that
of state-of-the-art optomechanical systems. However, the demonstration was realized on a
versatile system that was not designed or optimize with this goal, suggesting that there is
plenty of room for improvements on the theoretical and experimental aspects of this novel
phenomenon.

SUMMARY

We have demonstrated cooling of a rotational degree of freedom using the optomechanical
coupling between the torsional modes of an ONF and the polarization of light propagating
through it. In particular, we measured a factor of five reduction of the effective temperature of the torsional motion without the need for an optical resonator or feedback. This
provides the first demonstration of optomechanical cooling by light-matter angular momentum exchange of a macroscopic torsional mode. We expect that a better control of the
presented effect, through optimized design and fabrication of the torsional waveguide combined with optical feedback, will allow for noise reduction in torsional pendula for precision
measurements with macroscopic objects.
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